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Comments on the environmental impact assessment reports for 
quarries: Rosiuta, Lupoaia, North and South Pesteana, North and 

South Jilt

No. Output: 179 / 25.09.2015

On 19.03.2015 were published on the website APM Gorj ads on 
submitting the application for issuing of environmental permits for 
projects:

11. The continuation of the mining works within the license area 
for the UMC Pinoasa proposed to be located on the territory of 
the communes Calnic, Farcasesti and Negomir, Gorj County, 
holder of SC CEO SA 

12. The continuation of the mining works within the license 
perimeter for the Tismana II joint site of Calnic, Gorj County, 
holder of SC CEO SA

13. The continuation of the mining works within the license area 
for UMC Tismana I, joint site Calnic, Gorj County, holder of SC 
CEO SA

14. The continuation of the mining works within the license area 
for the Rosia UMC, proposed to be located in the outavilan of 
the Farcasesti commune, Gorj County, holder of the CEO SA

15. The continuation of the mining works within the license area 
for the Jilt Nord, proposed to be the Matasari village, Gorj 
County, holder of SC CEO SA

16. The continuation of the mining works within the licensing area 
for the Jilt Sud, proposed to be the Matasari village, Gorj 
County, holder of SC CEO SA

17. Continue the mining works within the license perimeter for the 
UMC Pesteana – sector South, Gorj County, holder of SC CEO 
SA

18. Continue the mining works within the license area for UMC 
Rosiuta, Gorj County, holder of SC CEO SA

19. Continue the mining works within the license perimeter for the 
UMC Pesteana – sector North, Gorj County, holder of SC CEO 
SA

20. The continuation of the mining works within the license area 
for UMC Lupoaia, Gorj County, holder of SC CEO SA
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Related works were also announced, namely:

 On 05/11/2014, submission request for environmental 
agreement for the construction project, new coal storage 
facility, Rosia career, proposed to be carried out outside the 
Com. Farcasesti, Gorj County.

 On 16/03/2015, the assignment decision was issued without 
environmental assessment and without proper assessment 
for the project rehabilitation of guard canal in the village of 
Pesteana de Sud Gorj, due to the deterioration of the banks 
of the quarry

On 20/03/2015, 10 days after the date of application for an 
environmental agreement, guidelines for projects numbered 1 to 10 were 
published on the website.

They have not been published, nor have we been notified of the 
decisions to frame these projects.

On 02.09.2015 public debates were announced for 6 of the projects 
announced in 19.03.2015:

a. The continuation of the mining works within the bachelor of the UMC 
Pesteana - Cave Sud”, proposed to be located on the administrative 
territory of the municipalities of Urdari and Plopsoru , Gorj County, holder 
S.C. E. OLTENIA SA — S.D.M. TG - JIU - U.M.C. Pesteana – Cave 
Pesteana South b.

b. The continuation of the mining works within the license perimeter of 
the UMC Pesteana - Pesteana Nord career”, proposed to be located on 
the administrative territory of the municipalities of Urdari , Balteni and 
Plopsoru , Gorj County, holder of S. C. E. OLTENIA S. A. S.D.M. TG - 
JIU - U.M.C. Pesteana — Pesteana Nord career c.

c. The continuation of the mining works within the license perimeter of 
the UMC Jilt Sud”, proposed to be located on the administrative territory 
of the municipalities of Farcasesti, Dragotesti, Sliviulesti, Negomir and 
Matasari, Gorj county holding S. C. E. OLTENIA S. A. S.D.M. TG - JIU - 
U.M.C. JILT SOUTH b.

d. The continuation of mining works on the license perimeter of the UMC 
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Jilt Nord”, proposed to be located on the administrative territory of the 
Farcasesti and Matasari municipalities, Gorj county, holder S. C. E. 
OLTENIA S. A. – S.D.M. TG - JIU - U.M.C. JILT NORTH

e. PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT ON THE PUBLIC DEBATE for the project 
"continuation of mining work within the bachelor of UMC Lupoaia"

f. PUBLIC DEBATE ANNOUNCEMENT on the project "continuing 
mining work within the license perimeter for Rosiuta"

All our comments made in our comments on the four previous 
proceedings concerning the Tismana I, Tismana II, Rosia and Pinoasa 
quarries remain valid since the evaluation reports are 99 % identical for 
all 10 quarries, the differences consisting solely of describing the career 
sites and the resulting differences. Please receive these comments, as 
set out in point II below, for the six careers mentioned above.

Please note that by this date we have not received all the relevant 
documentation for these projects referred to in the environmental impact 
assessment reports. Nor did I get the annexs to the environmental 
impact assessment report. This means that you have communicated to 
the public incomplete documentation in breach of Article 6 of the Aarhus 
Convention ratified by Romania by LG.86/2000.

III. Questions for all 10 evaluation procedures:

a. what are the minimum and maximum influences created by the 
searing works for the construction of lignite quarries – for each 
individual and cumulative quarry?

b. where is the coal extracted from the Jilt North quarry stored? What 
about the career Jilt South, Pesteana Nord, Pesteana Sud, 
Rosiuta, Lupoaia?

c. if the waste is not disposed of, the waste is not disposed of in 
accordance with the waste management plan. What about the 
career result of Jilt South, Pesteana Nord, Pesteana Sud, Rosiuta, 
Lupoaia?

In questions b and c the statements in the environmental impact 
assessment report are vague, so it is not clear what the path of coal from 
the mine to the warehouse is.
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d. What is the route of conveyor belts for all 10 quarries? What is their 
distance from human homes? What about the forests?

e. In what year, and how was the quality of waste water analyzed? 
The evaluation reports do not show the years from which these 
values have been taken, sometimes only the months appear.

f. On what surface do collector channels, guard channels, etc. still 
need to be built in view of the expansion of lignite quarries? What 
is their route and length?

g. Protection zones for water supplies are said to have been 
established. Where are these sources and what measures are 
needed in the future to protect these sources in view of the 
expansion of careers? What are the latest water analyzes from 
these sources? Please tell us.

h. Say that 1 ha of forest with an annual increase of 10 m3 per year 
processes an air volume of 14 million m3 per year. How much 
lower is the air quality in the quarries' area due to the deforestation 
of more than 1400 ha, also considering the pollution caused by 
cumulative mining activity by the emissions of thermal power 
plants in the area?

i. The forest cleared is said to be part of a larger body. What body is 
it, what surface, and where is it located?

j. The reports did not assess the GHG emissions caused by SC CEO 
SA on the grounds that it would deliver coal to several 
beneficiaries. However, can the level of GHG resulting from the 
operation of the thermal power plants belonging to SC CEO SA be 
assessed? If the answer is yes, please explain how the aid is to be 
considered to be existing aid.

k. When talking about more important points of dust pollution please 
specify the distance from human dwellings and from the “body” of 
forest that remains undeforested?

l. Please indicate the average wind shares in the 10 quarry area and 
what is the level of dust in the atmosphere resulting from the wind 
shattering of coal from storage, transport lanes, etc.?
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m. What is the distance between human dwellings and the future 
limits of the 10 careers after they expand?

n. What is the reason why fruit from fruit trees in the area of quarries 
are black from coal dust, as it is stated in the evaluation reports 
that air pollution by dust is within the limits prescribed by law?

o. Please provide a list of areas to be recultivated by the CEO SA 
from now until the closure of each career, with the following details: 
Type of crops (energy plants, agricultural crops, forests, etc.), date 
of maturity, air filtration capacity per hectare

p. It is stated that "good management" of habitats around sites is 
needed when discussing biodiversity (e.g. Jilt Nord, tab 219). Who 
is responsible and what is meant by "good management" of wildlife 
habitats?

q.  With regard to the migratory routes and species present in the 
quarries area please indicate whether the river Jiu is located in any 
of the migratory corridors. Please indicate when and how and how 
the specialists have monitored the area of the 10 quarries and find 
that there are no protected species, that fauna will simply migrate 
without consequences for the number of specimens, that flora and 
fauna will be restored of their own accord after the coal mining 
activity has been completed, etc.? Please specify in particular on 
the future plantations of michantus, paulownia and salcam which 
habitats will be restored and which will disappear completely?

r. With regard to spraying of access roads, coal deposits, etc., please 
indicate with which type of installations spraying is carried out, 
what flow is required for each individual arrangement so as to 
avoid splashing, self-ignition, etc.

s. Please specify what measures are taken to stabilize the 
"sliding/slippery land" and which land is sliding/slippery. In this 
section, please distinguish between heaps and quarry-related land, 
privately owned.
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t. Please specify how Article 11 of the LG.85/2003 of the mines was 
respected, since the expansion of quarries involves the destruction 
of historical monuments (e.g. Jilt Nord?)

u. Please specify the distance between each of the 10 quarries and 
the Jiu Corridor protected area taking into account their nearest 
sides

v. Please indicate whether all birds and mammals in the area of the 
10 quarries are reproduced during the period October to March or 
are there any species that are also reproduced between April and 
September?

w. Please indicate, in relation to the presumed water flow that could 
be discharged as a result of floods or torrential rainfall, what should 
be the ability to take over the water by guard channels? What are 
the "specific measures" that should be applied if they were to be 
undersized and could not take over the entire quantity? Would 
under-sizing first lead to flooding of arable houses and land that 
would cause damage to the population in the area?

x. Please specify which best available techniques are currently 
available in the exploitation of lignite and which techniques are 
used by SC CEO SA?

IV. The analysis of the environmental impact assessment 
procedures for the projects referred to results in the 
following:
6. Guidelines have not been done  in the context of a public 

consultation procedure
2. The decision on assignment was not communicated to the 
public, which had no opportunity to participate in the decision.
3. The annexs to the environmental impact assessment report 
referred to in the report have not been communicated to the 
public.
4. The cumulative effects of all industrial quarries and 
installations in the area were not assessed. Only 6 quarries 
have been assessed. As regards pollution caused by thermal 
power plants in the area, no parameters have been calculated 
for emissions of greenhouse gases, particulate matter, transport 
of raw materials, etc.
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5. With regard to the assessment of the impact on 
environmental factors including human health:
a)The analysis is carried out on a very general basis. All 

scientific findings are based on data collected from other studies/reports 
that are often older than 20 years and which have not been made 
available to the public, e.g. the table of physico-chemical groundwater 
results dates back to 1959, with more than 56 years Even human health 
data in the area is based on reports by family doctors from the years 
2000 – 2006. The conclusions of the reports on human health, identical 
conclusions in all reports, are hilarious. Studies estimate that the disease 
is due to traffic rather than to the impact of emissions from coal mining 
and burning. This ignores recognized scientific reports and 
documentaries on the impact of these emissions on human health 
(http://faracarbune.ro/cum-ne- ill-thermal power plants /).

b)The expert who conducted the studies is a company with 
the same shareholder as the beneficiary. As a result, it is not 
independent, it is not objective, and it is in conflict of interest.

c)There there is no assessment of the detailed activities and 
impacts of the project, i.e.:

 Forest cutting impact on air quality in the area, particularly on 
emission of PM 10 and PM 2.5 or 5.

 There is no mention of the difference in quality and capacity 
of absorption and storage of carbon dioxide between the forest that is 
cut and the plants with which it is "green"

 The impact on climate change generated by the extraction 
and combustion of coal extracted from the 10 mines is not analyzed and 
quantified, proving that the studies are carried out from the office 
completely unobjectively. In fact, the objective and impartial realization of 
such studies would have implied a much longer implementation period of 
three months in the present case.

the impact of coal extraction, transport, coal storage and its use 
(combustion) is not assessed. Indirect effects (such as air pollution by 
particulate matter, pollution of soil and groundwater by heavy metals, risk 
of accidents, etc.) are not analyzed on this issue. Moreover,
the coal storage activity is assessed in a separate project, in breach of the 
relevant legislation.
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 Effects and emissions of tailings dumps. There are no 
analyzes of contamination of drinking water due to coal and sterile 
storage.

 No measures of soil / subsoil protection are described so as 
to avoid its contamination.

 No techniques are described to avoid the surfing of quarry 
banks and the deterioration of land used for agriculture, although there 
have been and still are disputes between the CEO AND the population in 
the area. It is falsely stated that there are ready-made on-call 
channels. They were made for the old career. If it is extended, it is clear 
that all these safety measures must be restored.

 No account was taken of the best techniques in the field, 
being maintained as a way of lignite extraction in 1970 evaluation study 
does not specify which are the best techniques available today, referring 
to the requirements of legislation repealed (GEO 34 / 2002) 

 There is no modeling of the disappearance of the 
groundwater and drinking water for the population around the 10 desired 
quarries, combined with the traditional quarries still in use. The impact of 
the disappearance of the groundwater on protected areas in the area, on 
the population, on agricultural land and on farming, on forests, etc. there 
are no mention of deep-sea drilling, when they have been made or who 
and under what conditions they have access to these drilling. The 
testimonies of people in the area mean that water is totally lacking or 
that it is not drinking. 

 No risks to accidents such as flash floods are mentioned
floods, landslides, which are common in the area. Talk about these 
things only in general and in copy/paste mode for all careers

 There is there is no description of the population directly 
affected by each career (villages in the immediate vicinity) and how life 
at the edge of the career is affected. Frequent references are made to 
the city of Rovinari, which is not of interest to the subject, since it is not a 
riverine for these careers.

 Regarding the distance from Natura 2000 and biodiversity: 
The studies are carried out almost identically, and it is considered that all 
quarries are at a considerable distance from all protected areas in the 
area, including the Natura 2000 site. These are false data aimed at 
concealing reality and the real impact on it. It is also said that there are 
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no protected species and that existing species will be able TO MIGRATE 
to neighboring forests. However, the studies do not show in concrete 
terms for each species how they will "migrate" and what the 
consequences of destroying nesting sites and habitats are, or how these 
species will migrate through localities and careers. It is also not 
demonstrated which forests will remain on the foot and in which area. It 
is not considered whether these forests will be able to take over all 
species and provide them with the necessary food and shelter.

 No alternatives to the project are analyzed on the grounds 
that the site cannot be changed for coal extraction. In this case, the 
alternatives to be presented were the alternative possibilities for 
electricity production, i.e. gas-fired installations, renewable installations 
(photovoltaic, wind), installations using biomass as fuel, etc.

 The the provisions of the Forest Code are presented 
truncated regarding the obligation to compensate the one who cuts a 
forest surface.

 Regarding the closing and rehabilitation of the land where 
the careers were functioning, it is only mentioned that there are plans for 
closing. They have not been made available to the public. The 
environmental impact assessment report shall not make any analysis of 
the closure and rehabilitation of land of the careers methods. While 
mentioning the possible acidification of quarries, which is also the 
incidence of mine closures due to the pirit content of the soil, no 
reference is made to remedial measures and to avoid impacts for these 
areas during the mine closures. Career closures and greening were to 
be included in the environmental impact assessment study.
With regard to the need for lignite extraction, currently half of the coal 
extracted is in stock due to lower demand for lignite. Under these 
circumstances, it appears that destruction of the environment for the 
expansion of lignite-based kayers is unnecessary.

In conclusion, the environmental impact assessment reports are not 
objective, not comprehensive, lacking relevant scientific conclusions and 
real measures to mitigate the environmental impact. It follows from these 
reports, combined with the fact that demand for lignite is constantly 
decreasing, that these reports serve only the private interests of the 
company and have no connection with the principle of sustainable 
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development, as referred to in these reports.
We ask you to ask for their restoration by an objective environmental 
assessor, in accordance with the standards and principles for carrying 
out the assessment required at community level.

Interested public,

Bankwatch Romania 

Association 

Ioana Ciuta, Vice-President
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